
Louie 
 

Available on: Android  
Current Price: Free 
Needed: Android 7 or later 
 

What is Louie? 
 
Louie is an app for Android that makes many functions of your phone accessible with 
voice control functionality! Although phones have built-in speech recognition features, 
these are often limited in what they allow you to do. With Louie you can control all 
features of certain apps, including: 
 

1) Contacts 
2) Phone 
3) Whatsapp 
4) YouTube 
5) Uber 

 
More apps will be added over time, making Louie even better. Use your voice to control 
all features of these app, with useful voice feedback prompting you with the options you 
have at any time. You can customize your experience, controlling the speed of the voice 
feedback, the verbosity, how Louie is activated and more!  
 

From the Developer 
 
Imagine being able to fully control popular Apps and phone functionality with just voice 
commands! 
 
By just giving voice commands to Louie, you can: 
 
-Book a Cab/Taxi 
-Enjoy your favorite videos 
-Send Text or Audio Messages, Share Audio & Video, Make Audio & Video Calls 
-Fully Manage your Contacts & Make Phone Calls 
-Many more Apps are on the way 
 
Louie is an accessibility App and can be used by all voice-lovers including but not 
limited to visually impaired, blind, motor-disabled, elderly, people with limited manual 
dexterity and all hands-free lovers. Louie needs accessibility permissions to operate. 
 
None of the leading Voice Assistants or Personal Assistants can do what Louie can: 
*Voice Assistants tend to be superficial & will allow you to do only 2-3 things within an 
App. Louie in comparison will fully voice control an App - each and every feature within 
the App. 



*Leading Voice Assistants or Personal Assistants have a nasty habit of going silent 
every now and then. Louie in comparison will do a two-way continuous interaction – just 
like a human interaction 
 
Louie has been built by a visually impaired person - Pramit. Imagine if Louie works for a 
visually impaired, it will work for everybody else. 
 
Point of Contact 
 
We would really want to hear from you. Your ideas, suggestions and feedback will help 
us make Louie even better. Kindly feel free to reach out directly to the Louie Founder at 
Pramit@louievoice.com 
 
 

Resources 
 
https://youtu.be/D7tatBV8CDg 
 
https://youtu.be/HV7y3QctgqE 
 
YouTube Channel for Louie: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCw6A1mTbJ2QN0b8qxT2LaYQ  
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